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About This Game

METAGAL is an 2D platformer action game.

You will take the shoes of "Meta" ,a cyborg girl, in her quest to rescue her Creator "Dr Ray" from the hands of "General
Creeper", the evil leader of a rogue army!!

Also Metagal's sisters, were kidnapped by Creeper: he turned them in battle cyborgs, in order to use their powers to rule the
world!! Meta must face her sisters, free them, and copy their abilities. She must fight for 8 stages of intense action, and prepare

herself for the final confrontation against Creeper himself!

[Unique Features]

- Classic jump and shoot style platformer.

- 8 levels with unique environment,detailed design and different gimmick.

- 30 Enemies types not including Boss

- Defeat Gal No.# Boss and use their weapon.

- Collect secret items to power up your character.

- Soft death penalty with "Gear" system allows player to resolve their mistakes with less frustration.
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- Controller and Keyboard customize support.

- Finish the game once and play as Boss Characters each come with their own power and upgrade!

*Note* This game support only "XInput controllers" Like Xbox 360 Controller for Example
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Title: METAGAL
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
RetroRevolution
Publisher:
RetroRevolution
Release Date: 23 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: min Windows XP

Processor: any processor with more than 1ghz (even less)

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: any card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 19 MB available space

Sound Card: any card

English,Italian,Simplified Chinese,Thai
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Buy this only after you have completed everything (+100h of gameplay) in the main game and want to start grinding for no
reason proper.. A crappy version of bust-a-move with no windowed mode to allow you to watch something else while you play.

The controls feel awful and most of the minigames are really bad. The most interesting mode was VS., but that got boring after
a single game.

It feels like this is one of those old games that publishers just dump onto steam without updating or caring if it is any good just
to get some essentially free money.. Really, really short game, finished it in 30 minutes.
Tried to give it a shot more with the "Workshop" they have, but that really doesnt add much content.. creative concept
- interesting storyline
- pixel style, PERFECT!!
- nice game and hope to have a new series :). Pros:
- 404

Cons:
- Bad Graphics
- Bad Controls
- Boring and Long Tutorial
- Hard to Play. I love the broken sword games they are amazing. Great game if you love submarine warfare. Easy to learn
difficult to master conmbines perfectly simulation and arcade.. this game is really funny and good. :) sadly it still has a lot of
bugs though. i hope they get them fixed.. I loved playing this game again. It was like seeing a long lost friend. Once I started
playing all the levels came flooding back to me. I feel this game is much better than Sonic 1 but this is probably coloured by
nostalgia. The game is a lot more forgiving, where in Sonic 1 you always seemed to be falling to an instant death, here in Sonic 2
you fall to an alternative route. This, like Sonic 1, is a very good platformer but it is probably only of interest to those of you
who played this as a child.. Short Version:
Love the game great atompshere and nice challenge.

Long Version:
I love this game it had a decent atmosphere and challenge. At first I was concerned about the Top-Down view but it really works
in this game and it gave me some nestalgia becuase I remember playing a game when I was a kid where I was on a gameshow
and had to kill all the enemies and it was a top-down. But I digress the game is fun and it took me about 10 hours to beat the
game on Vet. I also loved the way they presented dialogue in the game kind of like a virtual comic book not sure why but it kept
ingulfed more. Also the art style was perfect for this game. I really don't have anything negative to say about this game it is
extremely well produced I'm hoping that the makers create a seperate story arc and expand the universe if this has been done
then I will defintly be picking them up.
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Nekos! There is nothing bad about cat-themed games. Especially, PUSS! Is a well made-game among them. As one of the urban
legends, cats have the ability to go to another dimension. This game seems to have made it a motif. Participate in a fairly
challenging cat adventure! Recommended.

*Nyanco Channel (Steam Curator) ヽ(=^･ω･^=)丿
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33855818/
https://youtu.be/UEV1T-dEDFQ. Really fun game. Great co-op play! And HATS! Yeah I'll be playing this one for a while..
Well... this game was a refreshing surprise to play. Of course, I didn't beat the game yet, but I'm going to eventually. I'll revise
this review when I manage to do so.

Current score as I'd rate it? About 8.5 out of 10.. Music is relaxed and nice to listen too.
Graphics are minimalistic but working.

Gameplay is ... boring. Not because I dislike turnbased strategy (in fact I love that, and it was the reason for me to get this
game). The problem with this game is that I as a player have next to zero alternatives.

Every turn I am dealt a hand of build and attack cards (I cant edit my deck). From this hand I can chose to build some rooms (3
different kinds), fill them with furniture (crystal, dwelling, library and very rarely a mirror) and load up the build rooms with
repair and attack-cards.

And here comes the point where the game falls flat. When dealt room cards you always play them, because there is no incentive
not too (as rooms are your hitpoints, due to many unaimed attacks the maxime here is "bigger is better). The furniture gives me
at least a litle tactial decisionmaking, as higher \/ lower placed rooms are more effective (store more spells) but are prone to
some spells attacking from above (lightning) or from below (flood).

The spells are a no-brainer, as you usually store them all and fire them all, because why not? There is NO incentive not to use an
attack, as storeing them yields you no benefit.

All in all the game is as tactical as throwing dice. If the game gives you good attacks you win, if not you lose. Plain, simple,
boring.. GReat game well done, very addictive. A fun simple pong game, I don't regret it. Secret rooms, achievements and
different ending that adds replability.

Athena unlocked FREE in the Slipgate Festival!:
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Congratulations, Quakefam: you've collectively played 1,000,000 Slipgate matches, unlocking Athena--or her lore skin if you
already own her--for everyone in the community who participated!

These rewards will unlock for players on Thursday, November 1. Great job out there, Quakers! See all you crazy swingers in the
Arena!
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. No farts wasted - the first update.:
So, thanks to all for your very valuable feedback, here is the first update for Sigi.

Controls
You asked for:
- support for many more controllers, DONE
- swap A and B buttons for jump & fire, DONE
- vibration support for Xbox controllers, DONE
- WASD keyboard support, besides the existing controls, DONE
- J to jump and K to fire, besides the existing controls, DONE
- Mouse buttons to jump and fire, was done, but removed again, as it messed up how the menus worked with the mouse. Will try
to get it working for the next update, as it did play very well like that!

Achievements:
Now, once the game is completed, achievements fire off after every level when you decide to go back to complete your score,
instead of after the final boss.

Final boss:
It seems many players did not understand the hints on how to defeat the final boss. These have now been changed to give clear
directions.

Screen / layout:
You also asked to be able to play in a window instead of full screen. This is in progress for the next update.

Plus a couple of other tweaks and boring corrections not worth mentioning.

Thanks again for all your amazing feedback and support!
. Version 0.11 now available:
Version 0.11 now is available. This is an accumulation of small bug fixes and typo corrections since Early Access launch, as well
as an additional 5-10 minutes added to Close Your Eyes -Anniversary Remake- after the last stopping point, marking the
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beginning of the Judith Manor section of the game.

There is too much to name of what's been fixed, but a few of the most notable changes:

-First small bit of Judith Manor in the Close Your Eyes remake is now available.
-All currently available achievements should be fixed and working on Windows.
-Adjusted the difficulty in various small sequences of Girl's Graveyard, such as the "Blob" room in "Darkness" now doesn't get
quite so dark, nor as quickly anymore.
-Lots of typos and bugs fixed.
-Performance should be a slight bit better for those with medium-weaker computers, but it probably won't be that noticeable.

I am a project juggler and so going to be crunching on some other projects before the next update in February, though the next
update should extend the game up until a bit after the famous "Pancake" scene from the original game. Hope you guys look
forward to it!. Sign ups for BETA 2.0 are live!:

Sign up to BETA 2.0 here!

https://www.greenmangaming.com/shockrods-beta-signup

And add ShockRods to your wishlist!. 3DMark 11 Update Released:
Futuremark benchmarks use a component called SystemInfo to identify the hardware in your system. This patch updates
SystemInfo to version 4.37.

SystemInfo 4.37. Summer Update and Release Date Closing in!:
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It's summer time!

In a previous progress update, I mentioned the release date is getting close when I start to implement your ideas for ship designs.
https://steamcommunity.com/app/529100/discussions/0/224446614459439411/

I'm doing that now! So post your ideas if you want a chance of getting in. You will be in the credits of my game if I pick
your ship idea.

I also want to share that the game is playable from beginning to end in my internal build. The stage I am at is play testing,
polishing, side missions, and editing. The wait is almost over.

Release Date:

I originally wanted to release my game this month, but Steam likes to have sales in the summer. Instead, I decided that it would
be best to release my game and launch discount 30 days after the next Steam sale which is usually mandatory for spacing out
sales on Steam. Because you've been so patient waiting for release, the next Steam sale is going to have a better discount than
the traditional game launch discount and a little higher than I would normally put.

EDIT: I want to release the game next month if possible

The extra time will also be used to finish the things I haven't been thinking of. Game Achievements & Steam Trading Cards
so it works out better this way.

An Epic Adventure that You are Apart of:

I think you will be very pleased with how the story plays out. It's completely epic, and very unexpected. You will notice most of
the Fantastic Artwork was saved for near the end.

I tried to make each character enduring so choices will be hard... including that of romance. I originally wanted only one save
file so choices would be permanent. These choices make it so you can really feel like you are the protagonist of the story.
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I also tried to make rewarding choices. The gameplay may be simple, but it allows for me to easily convey your choices in a
way that other Visual Novels can't. But Omni Link is a visual novel first and a shooter game second. There is a ton of dialogue
near the end.

On easy difficulty, you may skip gameplay elements quickly with brute strength just to enjoy the story. The hardest difficulty is
meant to be unforgiving, just like the Virus is in the story. When you lose a ship, it is gone forever. You may reach the end of
the game with no ships and little chance of winning. As it should be.

I can't wait to see you next month!. August 2018 - Royal Blacksmith:
Hey guys,
I finally back from vacation. Currently I`m developing 3 projects. And most 'oldest' one is a Royal Blacksmith. At same time - it
is less ready one - since my design plan for it is quate epic. There are more info about it on greenlight page:
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=811444312

I also uploaded tech-demo on "itch.io": https://badim.itch.io/royalblacksmith
(windows build) - you can download it as a zip/exe.

I`m going to post about next project - right after updating it.

discord: https://discord.gg/j5e7fYd
steam: http://steamcommunity.com/groups/royalelitegames
itch: https://badim.itch.io. Please take a minute to help me improve the game (2):
Hello guys! I've created another couple of polls for you, so you could help me out with balancing the game more, so please take
a minute and fill your preferences!

Favourite ship type (1 answer):

https://www.strawpoll.me/17202966

Favourite soldier classes:

https://www.strawpoll.me/17202972

One more request, I would love if you take a screenshot of your ship's systems layout window with steam's f12 function,
preferrably closer to the end of the game, I am really curious what systems people are using.

Join the game's discord:

https://discord.gg/PmyMqVh

Thank you for your support!. Cat couple 7 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1045865/Cat_couple_7/
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